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ABSTRACT 
Two square matrices A and B over a ring R are semisimilar, written AEB, if 
YAX = B and XBY =A for some (possibly rectangular) matrices X, Y over R. We show 
that if A and B have the same dimension, and if the ring is a division ring IID, then 
AFB if and only if A” is similar to B’and rank(A”:)=rank(B’), k=1,2,... . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A large part of matrix theory deals with the study of the two relations 
A-B, PAQ=B, P, Q invertible (rank equivalence) (i) 
and 
A=B, Q -‘AQ= B, Q invertible (similarity). (ii) 
Indeed, these two are without a doubt the most important equivalence 
relations in all of matrix theory. A relation which is slightly weaker than rank 
equivalence is the so-called g-relation, which is defined by 
Ap% YAX=B, RBS=A for some X, Y, R, S. (iii) 
It is well known that for matrices over a division ring 119, the $relation 
coincides with rank equivalence. A natural question then is whether there are 
any useful relations that are not as weak as (iii), yet not as strong as (ii). The 
proper setting for this question is a semigroup S, possibly with identity 1. One 
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such relation is that of pseudosimilarity, which was introduced in [6]. For 
elements a, b ES, pseudosimilarity is defined and denoted by 
u N -b if x-ux=b, xbx =u, xx-x=x forsome x, y,x-ES. 
(iv) 
It was shown in [6] that for matrices over a field, pseudosimilarity and 
similarity actually coincide. However, for an abstract semigroup this need not 
be the case. Moreover, it is not known whether pseudosimilarity is an 
equivalence relation in general. 
In this note we wish to introduce another equivalence relation, which is 
slightly weaker than pseudosimilarity but stronger than the @elation. For 
u, b ES, we define the semisimihity relation by 
a-b if yax=b, xby=a for some x, YES. (v) 
It is easily seen that the following implications hold: 
and that all four relations, except possibly pseudosimilarity, are equivalence 
relations. 
Our aim will be to investigate the algebraic properties of the semi similarity 
relation for two m X n matrices A and B, over a ring R. The theorem in the 
abstract will be established by use of the core-nilpotent decomposition of a 
square matrix over a division ring [ID [8, p. 471. Our results will in essence 
relate the four fundamental semigroup relations mentioned above. 
As always, a matrix M is called (unit) regular if there is a (unit) matrix X 
such that MXM = M. It is customary to refer to this matrix X as an inner 
inverse of M, and denote it by M -. Analogous definitions and notation are 
used for rings and semigroups. A semigroup S with 1 is called (unit) regular if 
every element of S is (unit) regular. The Drazin inverse Ad of a square matrix 
A is the unique solution, if any, to the following equations: 
(i) Ak”X=Ak, (ii) XAX=X, (iii) AX=XA, for some k>O. (2) 
The smallest k for which a solution exists is called the index i(A) of A. A 
semigroup is called strong-pi-regular, srr for short, if every element in S has a 
Drazin inverse. It is well known that IID,,, is srr as well as unit-regular. 
Lastly, throughout this note, we shall use p( .) and i( .) to denote the rank and 
index, respectively. 
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2. BASIC PROPERTIES OF Z 
Let us start by stating some basic properties of the semisimilarity relation 
E. First we need 
LEMMA 2.1. Let R he u ring such that R,,,,, is sm, and suppose 
XER,,,~,,, YER,,,,. Then 
(i) (XY)“X=X(YX)“, 
(ii) both ure regulur, 
(iii) (XY )I’ is idfmlpotent if and only if 
Y(xY)“=[(xY)“x]-. 
Proof. (i): By Cline’s formula [2], (XY)dX=X[(YX)d]2YX=X(YX)d. 
(ii): (XY)dX-Y.(XY)dX=(XY)dX. 
(iii): First observe that (XY )dX. Y( XY )d- (XY )dX = [( XY )d] ‘X. The 
necessity is now clear. For the sufficiency note that if [( XY )d] ‘X= [( XY )d] X 
then (XY )d =( XY )dXY, which is idempotent. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a ring with R,,,x,, and R,,, both sm. Let 
YAX=B mu1 XBY=A, with AER,,,, and BER,,,. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) AzkX=XBzk, B2kY=YA2k, k=1,2 ,..., 
(ii) (XY)kA(XY)k=A, k-l,2 ,..., 
(iii) (XY )“A( XY )” =A, 
(iv) (XY)(XY)“A=A=A(XY)(XY)“, 
together with the dual results for B. 
Proof (i): First note that A =XBY= (XY)A( XY), and likewise B= 
(YX)B(YX). HenceA2X=XB(YXBYX)=XB2, and by inductionA2kX=XB2k. 
Symmetry now yields the remaining part. 
(ii): From the proof of part (i) it easily follows by induction that 
(XY)kA(XY)k=A for all k>l. 
(iii): Let i(XY)=t. Then (XY)“A(XY)“=(XY)“(XY)tt’A(XY)‘f’(XY)” 
=(XY)‘A(XY)‘=A. 
(iv): Clear from (iii) and (2). 
Symmetry also yields the corresponding dual results for B. 
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THEOREM 23. Let R he u ring such that R,,x,,, and Rnxn are sm. 
Suppose AER,,,~,,, and BER,,,, and that AFB via Y and X; then the 
following hold: 
(i) Azk+l FBekil, k= 1,2,. .., 
(ii) A2k zBzk, k= 1,2,. , . , 
(iii) AA" x. BB”, 
(iv) A”cB (I 
(v) A2A” ZZ d2R”, 
(vi) A( I-AA”)-& I- BB”). 
Proof. (i): Let YAX=B, and XBY=A. By Lemma 2.2(i), YA.A2kX= 
YAXB2k =Bzk+‘. Similarly, XB.B2kY=XBYA2k =A2k+1. 
(ii): From Lemma 2.2(i), (iv) and Lemma 2.1 (i) we have YA2(XY )dX= 
B2Y(XY)dX=B2YX(YX)d=B2. Also, (XY)dXB2Y=(XY)dXYA2=A2. In 
addition, Y=[(XY)dX] -, and hence A 2 z B2 . It follows at once that A2k z B2k 
PI. 
(iii): Since A2X=XB2, we know [4] that (A” )‘X =X( B”)2 and hence that 
AA”X=A2( Ad)2X=XB2( B”)‘=XBB”. Now observe that (YX)dYAA’X= 
(YX )“( YX )BB” = BB”. Similarly, XBB”(YX)“Y = AAdX(YX)“Y = 
AA”XY( XY )I’ =AA”, using Lemma 2.2(iv). Since AA” and BB” are idempe 
tent, the result follows. 
(iv): Note that (YX )“YA”X( YX )” = Y( XY )“A( A” )2X( YX )” = 
(YAX)Y( A”)2X( YX)” = B( B”)2YX( YX)d = B( B”)2 = B”. Symmetry now 
shows that X( YX)“B”( YX)“Y=(XY )“XBdY( XY )” =A”, 
(v): YA2.A”X= YA( AA”X)= YAXBBd = B’B”. Also, XB2BnY=XBB”BY 
= AA”XBY =A2Ad. 
(vi): This follows from part (v), writing A(l-AA’)=A-A2Ad. 
REMARKS. 
(1) It is customary to refer to C’ =A2Ad and NA =A(Z-AA”) as the core 
and the nilpotent part of A. 
(2) From Theorem 2.3(i) and (ii) it follows that semisimilarity is inherited 
by all powers of A and B. 
(3) If (XY )I' is idempotent, then A E B via Y( XY )” and (XY )dX. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf A” and B” exist, then AZ-R if and only if C, SC, 
and NA ?GNB. 
Proof. The necessity was proven in Theorem 2.3. Conversely, let Y,C,X, 
EC,, X,C,Y,=C,, Y,N,X,=N,, and X,N,Y,=N,. Also let E=AAd and 
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F=BB”. Now set 
X,=EX,F+(I-E)Xz(I-F), 
Y3 =FY,E+(Z-F)Y,(Z-E). 
They Y3(CA +ha)X, =FC,F+(Z-F)hL(Z-F)=C, +h&=B, and by sym- 
metry X,( C, +Ns)Y, =A. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Let us now turn to the case where R=lD is a division ring and all our 
matrices are n X 12. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, BEID,,,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) AK-B, 
(ii) A2eB2 and p(A2k+1)=p(B2k+‘), k=1,2,..., 
(iii) A2 wB2 and NA =NB. 
Proof. (i) *(ii): Since IIDnx, is unit regular, it follows [7, p. 4531 that 
pseudosimilarity implies similarity. Hence by Theorem 2.3, A2 zB2 and 
p(Aak+‘),p(B2k+’ ), k> 1. Since all even powers of A and B are similar, this 
justifies the name semisimilarity. 
(ii)+(iii): To prove this we shall make use of the Fitting decomposition 
with U, invertible and q, nilpotent. Clearly 
Ad=Q G-’ ’ Q-1, 
[ 1 0 0 
A/y&Q :; i Q-1, and 
[ 1 
0 0 
NA=Q o .,,A Q-'. 
[ 1 
Likewise 
(3) 
Bx 
UB 0 
[ 1 0 . 118 
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We must first establish that U, and U, have the same size. But this follows at 
once from the fact that A2 zB2 =( A”)2 x( B”)2 -AA” =BBB”. Hence, 
p(Ak)=p(Bk), k>l, which ensures that p(r&)=p(&) for all k>l. This 
suffices for 
VA =?B* (4) 
Indeed, it is true even over a division ring IID [3, 81 that a nilpotent matrix 17 is 
still similar to its Jordan form J,,, consisting of a direct sum of Jordan blocks of 
form 
0 1 
. 1 
J,(O)= . 
-0 
. . 
1 
0 _kxk 
An easy proof using row operations was given in [5]. It is obvious that (4) 
implies that NA z NB. 
(iii)*(i): If 
then WA” x Ul and ni =qi, because UX=Xq forces X=0 whenever U is 
invertible and n is nilpotent. Suppose that R -lU,,R = Vi. Then 
( RU,-‘)u,( RPIUA)= u,, 
establishing that 
u, - u B’ (5) 
Lastly, NA z NB clearly implies that p(r&)=p( n”,) for all k= 1,2,. . . , and 
hence that (4) holds again, Combining (4) and (5), we see that AZ-B, as 
desired. 
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4. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
(1) Many of the results of this paper, such as Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.3(i)-(v), hold for slrr semigroups, while Corollary 2.4 and Thee 
rem 2.3(vi) hold for srr rings. 
(2) Theorem 3.1 extends at once to semisimple artinian rings, which are 
isomorphic to a direct sum of matrices over division rings. Since R, Xn is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of block matrices over these division rings, the 
concept of rank is well defined. 
(3) In proving Theorem 3.1, we made use of the possibility of characteriz- 
ing similarity of nilpotent matrices by means of rank. Since no such char- 
acterization exists in general, we do not expect Theorem 3.1 to hold beyond 
semisimple artinian rings. 
(4) Theorem 2.1 may not be weakened to A CB ti A2 w BZ and 
p(A) = p( B), as seen from the example where A =J,(O) e&(O) and B=.?,(O) $ 
MO). 
(5) For a monoid S let 9, C, &, and 9 denote the usual Green’s relations 
on S [l, p. 471. Then ==+z -E*$. N ow on the set of idempotents S, of 
s, -v, =-, and ~~ all coincide with each other. Indeed, if e and f are 
idempotent, and e (% f, then e ‘% a C f for some a E S. Then ea=af=a and 
hence ax=e, ya=f for some x,y~S. This means fx=ye, (ye)ea=f, and 
af(ye)=e, where yeaye=ye. Thus ezf. Lastly, if e-f, and yex=f, xfy=e, 
then e 68% eyf t? f and e Q f. It should be remarked here that the Qrelation is 
identical to the relation - [9], defined by e-f w e=fip, f=p#, with 
p EfSe, fi E eSf. 
(6) If S is a periodic monoid [l, p. 201 (for which some power of each 
element is idempotent) with the property that each group member belongs to 
a group of odd order, then pseudosimilarity and semisimilarity coincide. In 
fact, let a, b, x, y ES be such that yax=b, xby=a. Then by Lemma 2.2(ii), 
y(xy)ka(xy)kx=yax=b and (xy)kxby(xy)k =(xy)ka(xy)k =a for all k>l. 
Now select k such that (~y)~~+’ = (~y)~. This may be done because by 
assumption there exists a group G = { (ry )P, (xy )P+‘, . . . , (xy )P+“} with p = 
i(xy). If we pick k=2pl+p+l, then 22+112k+l, ensuring the desired result. 
It is now easily seen that ye = [(xy )‘x] -, establishing that azb. 
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